Press release

Handy Networks upgrades to 100G with Smartoptics’ open line system
Oslo, Norway – June 15, 2021 – Smartoptics, a leading provider of optical networking
solutions, announced today that US-based Handy Networks has chosen Smartoptics’ open
line networking solutions to upgrade its data center network. The new solution is based on the
Smartoptics DCP-M open line system for easy and scalable deployment with 100G
connectivity.
Based in Denver, Colorado, Handy Networks provides customers from over 40 countries with
infrastructure as a service, including a variety of colocation, hosting and managed security services.
With Handy’s customers increasingly looking to leverage hybrid cloud strategies, greater network
bandwidth, reliability and flexibility have become increasingly essential. To meet these needs and
future-proof its network, Handy Networks decided to deploy the Smartoptics DCP-M40 open line
system.
“Our previous solution was costing us precious time and money to maintain, such as having to
manually piecemeal together erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) at certain locations. The
Smartoptics open line system is great value for us because it is very easy to set up and maintain
while simplifying future capacity upgrades. This promise of hundreds of gigs of capacity down the
road is already helping us on the sales side. We feel confident that the solution will deliver the
flexibility and affordability our customers need to fully leverage their hybrid cloud strategies today and
tomorrow,” says Jay Sudowski, Co-Founder & CEO of Handy Networks.
The new solution, based on Smartoptics’ open and flexible solutions for 100G networking, is also
designed to meet future 400G demands. With excellent interoperability, open networking standards
and ease of use, this will enable and simplify future capacity upgrades for Handy Networks far into the
future.
“The DCP-M open line system product family is engineered for powerful automation and zero touch
provisioning with a proven upgrade path to 400G. The high capacity and scalability of our open line
system is a perfect match for Handy Networks’ demanding clients, as is its ease of use and TCO for
Handy’s focused team,” says Magnus Grenfeldt, CEO of Smartoptics.
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About Smartoptics
Smartoptics provides innovative optical networking solutions and devices for the new era of open
networking. Our customer base includes thousands of enterprises, governments, cloud providers,
Internet exchanges as well as cable and telecom operators. We have an open networking approach in
everything we do which allows our customers to break unwanted vendor lock-in, remain flexible and
minimize costs. Our solutions are used in metro and regional network applications that increasingly
rely on data center services and specifications. Smartoptics is a Scandinavian company founded in
2006. We partner with leading technology and network solution providers such as Brocade, Cisco,
HPE and Dell EMC and have a global reach through more than 100 business partners.
For additional information about Smartoptics, please visit https://www.smartoptics.com/

About Handy Networks
Handy Networks is a Managed IT Services provider built around people, not hardware. Established in
1997, we provide personalized managed technology solutions to over 450 clients throughout the
United States and 40+ countries. Our solutions include Virtual Desktop, Managed Security,
Colocation, dedicated and managed server hosting, managed security services, cloud hosting
services, among others. Handy Networks serves customers from the smallest SME’s up to fortune
500 companies. Our talented team of IT professionals and technology visionaries ensure we meet our
company mission statement daily.
To find our mission statement and learn more about Handy Networks, including how we can help you,
visit www.handynetworks.com

